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TRENDS & INSIGHTS ARTICLE GUIDELINES
Authored by established and emerging thought leaders, these short columns highlight social, economic,
political, and higher education system trends affecting global learning and international higher education, and
provide insights on these trends.
Trends & Insights articles are not traditional academic pieces with heavy citations, and instead involve more
reflection, opinion, and thought leadership for the global international education community.
Articles are typically 1,500-2,000 words in length.
If you have an idea and are interested in submitting an article, please contact Shanna Saubert, PhD, Associate
Director, Research & Scholarship, at research@nafsa.org with a proposed description.
Authors should follow the article guidelines below.

ARTICLE GUIDELINES
Articles must be submitted in Microsoft Word, double-spaced with 1-inch margins, and in 12-point Times New
Roman font. Please type only one space after periods and other terminal punctuation, and try to avoid using
typographical features (i.e., capitalization, underlining, different fonts, and varying font sizes).
NAFSA will provide two rounds of review, focused on content and copyediting, to ensure the quality of the
final piece.
NAFSA uses the author-date style for in-text citations with the full references provided at the end of the article.
NAFSA publications typically do not use footnotes; endnotes are preferred and should appear at the end of
the article, preceding the references list.
Refer to the Chicago Manual of Style (17th edition) for reference style.

Sample References
Edited volume:
Albrecht, Teri J., ed. 2015. Crisis Management in a Cross-Cultural Setting: International Student and Scholar
Services. Washington, DC: NAFSA Association of International Educators.
Periodical:
Peterson, Mary. 1991. “Migration of Talent.” International Educator 1, 2:16–17.
Please ensure that that all references are cited properly in the text and are included in the reference list. It is also
important to check the currency and accuracy of all URLs included or embedded in the article, as these will be
rendered as live links in the online publication.

